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Swastikas, harassment fuel A.S. elections
McCarthy faces disturbance charges;
poster vandalism concerns candidates
By Joel Beers
Daily staff writer

Swastikas were found painted on
Responsible Alliance (REAL) campaign signs Monday and, in another
election development, a complaint
was filed against Associated Students President Terry McCarthy for
allegedly harassing an independent
candidate earlier in the day.
Although the incidents appear unrelated, they have thrown more fuel
onto the volatile A.S. election fire,
with both REAL and independent
candidates embroiled in a nasty entanglement of accusations and countercharges.
Seven REAL party signs were defaced with painted beige swastikas at
different locations and at different
times on Monday.
Three of the 2x3 wood -supported
posters were found by McCarthy at
7:30 a.m. on Ninth Street, followed
by two more near Clark Library at
10:30 a.m, and two more at noon
near Dudley Moorhead Hall. he
said.
The signs at Clark Library were
immediately taken down and replaced, hut an hour later, according
Ii, REAL party member Rick

Thomas, swastikas were again
painted on them.
The other defaced signs were also
taken down.
McCarthy said he will file a report
with the University Police Department.
He said the defacements were indicative of campaign tactics in this
year’s election. which he called "the
worst in my five years here."
Both REAL and independent candidates expressed shock over the
swastikas. A REAL party rally
cancelled earlier in the day was held
in the Student Union Amphitheatre
after the defaced posters were found.
Earlier Monday morning, an altercation occurred between McCarthy
and David Fuller, an independent
candidate running unopposed for the
office of director of California state
affairs. Both McCarthy and Fuller
said the incident was unrelated to the
defaced posters.
Fuller claimed McCarthy appeared on the doorstep of the Delta
Upsilon fraternity house at I a.m.
with one of Fuller’s signs, which,
McCarthy said, was actually REAL
party property.
Fuller said McCarthy not only

Student dies from
sickle cell anemia
By Steven Musil
Daily staff writer

Two sisters both SJSU students. both with sickle cell anemia planned to share an apartment in two weeks so they could
care for each other.
But those plans will never
materialize.
Thursday morning, 23 -yearold Kelly Ora Elmore lost her battle with the disease, and died at
Santa Teresa Cotnmunity Hospital.
"She was going to move in
with me so we could take care of
each other," said Emily Elmore,
an Open University student.
"She was really giving. I’ll always remember her that way."
Sickle cell anemia affects the
hemoglobin in red blood cells. Instead of being shaped like circles

(with oxygen), they become
shaped like crescents (losing oxygen). The misshaped cells cause
the blood to clot.
Kelly Elmore, a junior majoring in communications, was afflicted with sickle cell anemia
from birth. Although the disease
is incurable, her health was showing signs of improvement and her
death came suddenly and unexpectedly, according to her father.
Oreese Elmore.
"She was looking forward to
the future," he said. "She was
really into school. She even had
her first boyfriend."
"Doctors felt she was getting
better." said her mother. Joyce
Elmore, a former employee of
SJSU’s School of Engineering.
Describing her as "accusSee STUDENT, back page

awoke the residents of the fraternity
house, but was also verbally hostile.
Fuller filed the disturbance report
with UPD Monday afternoon, and
said he is in the process of filing a report with the San Jose Police Department.
While acknowledging that he
spoke to Fuller on Monday lllll ming,
McCarthy. who lives two houses
away from Delta Upsilon, said he
was not loud or abusive.
While walking home from dinner.
McCarthy said. he saw one of Fuller’s signs on the ground. Upon
closer inspection. McCarthy said. a
REAl, party poster could be seen underneath Fuller’s. which was rapid!)
peeling away.
McCarthy alleged the sign was
one of the 30 signs stolen from his
garage two weeks ago. The poster
was a solid green sign, which REA!.
used in last year’s election, he said.
While not explicitly accusing Fuller of stealing the signs. McCarthy
did comment on the connection.
"All I know is that the signs were
stolen from my garage and now
Dave Fuller is using them in his
campaign." he said.
See CHARGES. bark page
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REAL candidate Arneze Washington protests defacing of campaign posters Nfonday

REAL alleges misuse of funds;
independent denies wrongdoing
By Mary R. Callahan
Daily staff writer

Just days before the election of new student
officers, members of the Responsible Alliance
(REAL) party have raised questions about independent vice-presidential candidate Jim Walters’
alleged misuse of Associated Students funds.
Walters has denied any wrongdoing.
The board recently made separate purchases
of a refrigerator and a microwave for the A.S. office.
In both cases. Walters. A.S. director of Academic Affairs. offered to make the purchases.
said Mark Murillo. A.S. controller. But according
to A.S. business office receipts. Walters did not
immediately deliver the appliances or return the
money given to him for the purchases.
On Jan. 27 two A.S. officers signed a requisition authorizing the business office to release
$150 from petty cash to buy a microwave, according to the document.
Walters, director of academic affairs, offered

to make the purchase and signed out $1(N) from find someone to help him pick it up. he gave up
the business office, the document says.
trying. he said.
Alter several weeks. A.S. Vice President PatAs for the refrigerator, the hoard approved
microwave
had
noticed
that
no
new
Phillips
ricia
funds to replace a dying refrigerator last August.
appeared. she said.
But no actual purchase was made until Jan. II.
Phillips said Walters would not discuss the when Walters volunteered to go to Circuit City to
microwave purchase when she asked him about it. buy it.
"1 don’t understand why he didn’t come to
Walters said he was told by the appliance store
talk to me." she said.
that it would not return cash over and above the
Not knowing what happened to the money, amount of purchase. The check issued by A.S.
Phillips said she went to the business office to in- was $384.41. according to a Circuit (’its invoice,
quire about the purchase.
hut the cost of the refrigerator with a three-year
Phillips said she discovered Walters had nei- service plan was only $252.27 plus tax.
ther returned the money nor turned in a receipt for
"I had to make a decision right then and
the microwave. Additionally. she found that Wal- there" whether to get the refrigerator or wait anters owed money from an earlier transaction, other week while a check for the appropriate
which involved the purchase of a refrigerator.
amount was made out at the A S. office, he said.
Walters decided to make up for the excess
But according to Walters. the problem with
the microwave began when he found an inexpen- amount of the check by purchasing a telephone.
sive unit at a store that would not deliver the ap- calculator and other merchandise for his personal
pliance to the university.
use. he said.
See FUNDS. page 3
After several weeks of frustrated attempts to

Main library
closes after
second flood

Campus ROTC team
wins in marksmanship
at Fort Ord competition

By. Rob I.yon
Daily staff writer

By I.isa Elmore

Clark Library was forced to close
its doors Saturday after a broken

Daily staff writer

water pipe flooded the building’s
basement and caused extensive damage to equipment in the area.
The incident occurred less than 24
hours after groundwater erupted
from a staff elevator Friday and sent
SJSU plumbers scurrying to the
scene to prevent flooding.
The library reopened Sunday.
A broken water line in the library’s basement broke sometime
early Saturday morning, setting off
fire alarms and filling the basement
with about five to six feet of water,
said Mo Qayoumi, associate executive vice president for Facilities,
Development and Operations.
The incident was unrelated to Friday’s flood in which water came
shooting up from an elevator shaft
during the installation of a water
pump, according to Qayoumi.
See FLOOD, back page

He lay in the dirt with his M-16
rifle pointed right at the human shaped silhouette. The sun glistened
on his brown -and -green camouflage
face paint. Although he had already
been through four hours of a grueling physical challenge. his aim was
steady. The target showed a perfect
score.
The expert shooting of Joe Dermenpan helped earn SJSU first place
in the marksmanship event at the
Army Reserve Officers’ Training
Corps Ranger Challenge Competition. held Feb. 25-26 at Fort Ord.
Dennenpan was one of a nine member team from SJSU that competed against nine other schools in a
series of Army ROTC events I.arry
Turner also received a perfect score
in marksmanship, sealing SJSIT’s
sictory.
There were only four cadets in

Mark Studyval

Dady staff photographer

SJSU ROTC team captain Joe Dermanjian tosses a grenade during competition at Fort Ord

the tmarksmanshipi competition
who fired pefect scores, and two of
them were on our team. said Lt.
Col. John Petrick. chairman of military science at SJSU.
The day began at 6:30 a.m, with a
few drops of rain falling during the
physical fitness test. SJS1.1 placed
eighth in this part of the competition.
The weather turned sunny as the
teams were paired off for the rest of
the day’s contests. The teams competed in weapons assembly. grenade
assault.
rope bridge building,
marksmanship, and score orienteering. SJSU was coupled with the University of Nevada at Reno
the
team that eventually won first place
l’or the entire competition.
Another highlight for SJSU was a
second -place score in the grenade as See ROTC . hack page
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Over the edge
He lived in a ramshackle boarding
house in the center of town.
He had just turned 23, but no one
celebrated his birthday. It didn’t really

Editorial

Protesters need
better example
Advocating a whitewashed world through the
use of violence is reprehensible. But to use
violence in the protest of such a philosophy is
hypocritical and just as inexcusable.
Members of the Aryan Movement, a white
supremacist group, gathered at a private ranch in
Napa Valley Saturday to unite in their quest for a
whites-only society. The skinheads’ scheduled rock
concert, billed as an Aryan Woodstock, was
canceled because of an ordinance prohibiting
outdoor music festivals. The group’s gathering
could not be banned entirely because it was on
private property and, more importantly, because it
was allowed under the First Amendment.
No more than 200 skinheads showed up at the
gathering, and to the skinheads credit they were
relatively peaceful. But more than one person in
the group of about 450 protesters. which included
members of the Jewish Defense League, physically
assaulted Aryan members.
It’s a travesty for misguided, even maniacal,
people such as the Aryan Movement members to
use the freedom of speech and assembly to further
such racist causesit’s understandable that
citizens were angry. But the freedom exists for all
citizens, not just a select few.
If it was the intent of the protesters to
demonstrate to the skinheads how to solve
differences of opinion peaceably, they failed
miserably. Instead, their actions were irrational and
irresponsible, placing them on the same subhuman
level as the skinheads.
If everyone takes on the adage of "an eye for an
eye" there will soon he no one left, white or
otherwise.

Exchanging glances
was rejected again.
I didn’t know her, and she didn’t know me. And
as things stand now, we probably never will.
But, oh, it was sweet while it lasted.
She stood out from the sweaty and beer-tinged
bodies that crowded the Spartan Pub Thursday
night. Like a purple bloom in a Kansas wheat
field, she was all I could see.
Now, I
know that
r
b
a
romances
don’t
normally
live much
longer than
last call.
But, this one
s
w
a
different.
Daniel Vasquez
This one
wasn’t just
another love story seen through my eyes and
developed in my head. (I always do so well in
those cases.)
No, this one had potential. This Juliet was
returning my visual advances. In my rule book,
this is making progress.
Now, this breakthrough is extremely important.
As if you women did not already know, men
have an excruciatingly difficult time deciphering
your occasional glances. It can be pure torture, if
we’re lucky.
With every look the sweet agony is multiplied.
(We feel lucky if we get more than two chances.)
These dramatic exchanges can be read two
ways. Unfortunately, only one is friendly. The
other can shrink the male ego and reproductive
appendages faster than a blink.
We have all seen these male victims. They are
the ones who leave the club early on a swinging
night. Early. And alone.
I kept wondering to myself, "Was she looking
back at me to make sure my interest was true, or
was she looking at me to make sure I kept my
distance?"
What was it?
Suddenly, an odd statement my good friend E.
\ lark Moreno made once solidified in my mind.
"Why do we have to make the first move?
Why?" he ranted one day at lunch.
"Ever since the dawn of man, it has been our
responsibility. I’m sick of it. We aren’t dinosaurs
anymore, arc we?"
The rest should not be printed. Much too
graphic.
But his frustration made complete sense as I
lusted my beer babe from afar. Couldn’t she break
the age-old tradition? Wouldn’t she?
Well, she didn’t. And, I took it upon myself to
make the move.
Everything went pretty well. Well, until her
perfect lips uttered those fateful words.
"I have a boyfriend."
Ouch.
Men: sometimes women have a good reason not
to make the first move that we so often desire.
They are already spoken for.
Daniel Vasquez is a Spartan Daily staff writer.
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Letters to the Editor
Don’t believe propaganda
Editor,
A College Republican’s "appeal" letter of March 3
recommends that students "take time to be
informedfind out about the Independent candidates."
1 am informed enough to recognize propaganda
when I see it. I trust that others of our university
community also understand that critical comparison
requires examination of all candidates.
Further, REAL is certainly not anti-Republican. In
fact, REAL has always included Republicans as well as
Democrats. What REAL is opposed to is a particular
College Republican "Independent" candidate, Scott
Lane.
Patricia Phillips
Graduate
Bilingual Teachers Credential Program

the television camera and newspaper each time a
frivolous, useless, and fuidess lawsuit is filed "on behalf
of the students?"
If a single word were to be used to describe Terry
McCarthy, it would have to be "politician." So many
times he has said or done anything and everything in
order to advance his own status, his own power.
Students of SJSU, it is time we refused to once again
be led down the REAL garden path. We have the
potential to make the campus a slighly better place, and
we can start by removing the stench of mediocrity from
our student government.
For the sake of our education, let’s realize our
potential.
Jim Desmond
Senior
Radio/TV/Film

REALly committed
Accomplished party

seem appropriate because it was as if his
mind has stopped growing years ago.
Each day played out monotonously, like
a phonograph needle stuck on the same
word of an old song; he went to the same
job every morning and came home in the
evening with no desire, no ability, to talk
to the others.
He couldn’t stop thinking about the man
in Room 11, though.
At dinner he would watch the man talk
and laugh through the meal, drawing out
each person with his intelligence, his
ideas, his vitality. But he never heard what
the man said. He was oblivious to
everything as he stared in fascinated
revulsion at the man’s face.
Each time he looked, the man’s skin
seemed to turn a darker, ominous shade of
brown. It was actually a rich brown like
smooth walnut, but all he saw was a color
alien to him, and he hated anything alien.
He looked down at his hands and was
soothed by their whiteness. This color he
was comfortable with; this color was
right.
He heard the man leave the table after
wishing everyone a good night and
watched him climb the stairs, whistling.
The hatred burned within him until he
couldn’t bear it any longer.
As he waited for the house to become
quiet, he fingered the rusty blade he had
pulled from his pocket. It made such a
nice contrast to his pale fingers, he
thought.
Soon he found himself outside Room
11. He slowly turned the handle and
walked inside, closing the door behind
him. The man lay sleeping peacefully on
the bed. His face was turned toward the
door, agd his brown skin seemed to jump
out at him from the white pillowcase.
Seeing the two colors so close together,
so harmonious, was what made him crack.
He moved toward the man like a mindless
zombie, and the razor blade glinted in the
moonlight.
He reached slowly for the man’s wrist
and with one angry motion sliced deep
into the flesh that so offended him.The
man sighed almost inaudibly, turning his
head toward the wall and exposing his
other cheek.
He watched as the man’s dark
blood flowed from his body, watched the
life force become exposed to the night and
then settle in puddles around the bed.
He watched until he saw what he had
wanted to seethe man’s face had lost its
rich brown tone and was now as white as

Editor,
As a student of SJSU, I feel that it is my duty to
speak out about the 1989-90 A.S. elections. It is my
Editor,
Negative election strategics should have no bearing understanding that a journalist’s responsibility is to
on the very positive accomplishments of the current report the newsnot create it. Shelby Grad’s articles on
the Responsible Alliance party have not fairly or
student government.
The A.S. is aiming for issues that will require accurately represented the party or its philosophies.
The REAL party has done good things for our
follow-through in the upcoming year. With the students
taking leadership roles, the campus has designated campus community. It is true that they have had some
80,000 square feet at south campus for two childcare setbacks, but I believe that the REAL party has the
facilities. The A.S. will need to continue working with students’ best interest at heart. It was the REAL party
President Fullerton and the campus community in that stood up for the rights of the athletes that had their
designing the new childcare facilities, and developing sport eliminated. It was the members of the REAL
party, among others, who were instrumental in
proposals for different types of funding.
President Fullerton and the A.S. recently spoke to the organizing last semester’s rally against racism.
I see REAL party members walking around campus
County Metropolitan Transportation Commission,
which has approved the surveys and EIR studies for the talking with their fellow students about the issues that
first leg of the light rail system to connect the CalTrain concern the student body. I sec REAL party members
stop to the Transit Mall, up San Carlos then to Spartan that represent every aspect of campus life.
his own.
As students, we cannot sit back and allow ourselves
Stadium and over to Tully Road.
I le smiled a slightly deranged smile and
We recently signed an agreement with the university to be bombarded with misinformation. The Responsible
sat next to the bed. He picked up the
regarding open meeting policy and due process, Alliance party has demonstrated that they care about
providing open hearings, stopping gag orders, student students. They understand our needs. The REAL party
man’s cold, stiff hand in his own, pleased
representation and prior notice (Aug. I) before deciding has shown the leadership qualities that are required to
at the similar paleness. It was so right.
have
an
effective
student
body.
to discontinue curriculum.
He settled himself more comfortably in
I challenge you, students of this institution, to
These are just a few of the many accomplishments
the chair, still holding the man’s lifeless
the A.S. has achieved over the past year, under the challenge those who insist on infiltrating our school
direction of Terry McCarthy and the REAL party. with unfair and inaccurate information. I challenge you
hand.
Rather than speak negatively, we as students need to to stand up for those who stand up for you.
Now they could be friends.
Melissa M. Butchart
commend them for their effort and excellent
representation.
Junior
Leah Pels is the Forum Editor.
Liberal Studies
Take the time to meet the candidates, hear their ideas
and take the opportunity to share your opinions and be
informed. In many ways, the future of students and our
A few last words in support of REAL candidates
campus rides on the student body elections, so don’t be
apathetic. Get out and vote, whether its for an
This year’s A.S. government followed through on its
Editor,
independent candidate or for a party candidate.
As this year’s REAL party majority leader, I felt that commitment to studentseven when it involved taking
Rick Thomas
Senior
I should not take an active role in this year’s A.S. issues to court. We met the responsibility to protect
Business
elections because I am not running and the elective students from higher fees or the irresponsible cutting of
process should be between the candidates. However, I programshead on.
Among all of the REAL party accomplishments,
feel compelled to clear up a few misperceptions
Realize potential
which include the establishment of a childcare facility
concerning the REAL party and the election process.
site, a workable plan with the Chancellor to reduce
Independent candidates indicate that "they left the SUREC
fees and the first open meeting policy in the
Editor,
REAL party" due to dissatisfaction with party issues. history of the California
University, the
The greatest burden that we can place upon ourselves
The fact is that they left because they did not have the accomplishment that I point to State
with the greatest pride is
is potential. If it goes unrealized, it can force us to
competency, expertise nor commitment required to be the REAL party’s work in awakening
ponder upon what might have been, what could be true
chosen for positions on the REAL party slate. student government and student politics on the spirit of
this campus.
hut is not.
Do not be fooled by the "mudslinging" going on in
Is our style controversial? Yes. But it is that style that
The student populace is once again burdened with this election. Candidates from either party should be has given the breath
of
life
to
student
belief in student
great potentialthe potential to remove the cronies of able to run upon their attributes. While REAL party
Regardless of who wins this election, this
our illustrious A.S. kingpin, Terry McCarthy, from candidates have strived to show their attributes, government.
legacy
which
is
the
the
REAL
party
leaves.
office and return them to the void of mediocrity which
Independents have only been able to run a campaign
Support the party that has supported students all
they so richly deserve.
based upon negativity and falsehood. The silence from year. After all, "ain’t nothin’ like the REAL thing."
Having seen recent exposes of the hcavy-handed the Independents concerning their accomplishments or
Leigh Kirmsse
antics of McCarthy toward some of his less-vigilant positive attributes, should speak more clearly to voters
Graduating Senior
supporters and all of his detractors, I have a tough time
than words.
History
believing that all is well in the REAL partyeven
REAL party no more than a fair-weather friend
though Patricia Phillips and Leigh Kirmssc would have
us all believe otherwise.
Editor,
McCarthy’s attack on the Spartan Review reporter’s
Also, the timing of McCarthy’s "coming to the rescue
As a student of this university, I have to condemn the question on alleged drug abuse, sexism and racism
of the minor sports"just in time for the spring election
current A.S. government. The REAL party needs a raises another one. Why are you on the defensive,
campaigningis disturbing, especially when it is
name change. Perhaps B.S. would be more appropriate. Terry? Guilty conscience?
considered in the light of the amount of time that said
After a semester of ignoring the students, McCarthy and
minor sports were in financial jeopardy. And how can
his REAL party are suddenly the self-proclaimed
Fred B. Taleghani
Terry McCarthy have the gall to accuse Mark Murillo of
Sophomore
’students’ best friend." The only goal of the REAL party
grandstanding in this issue?
Psychology/History
Is this not the same Terry McCarthy who mugs for
is to serve their own needs.
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A.S.
ELECTION ’89 A report on the candidates road to victory
The following candidates are
running for positions in the Associated Students. Voting will take
place Wednesday and Thursday.
Scott Santandrea
Independent
President
Why did you choose to run for
this particular office?
’I want to
see the things I
have worked on
this year completed. For example, the meterology
building
will
have its purpose
defined by the
end of the next
administration it’ I’m elected. Also,
think I have experience in leadership
to bring to the board, as I am the senior member on this year’s board of
directors."
What, in your opinion are the
major issues at SJSU?
The first and foremost issue
would be the AS. ’s right to an attorney. We no longer have that right
due in part to the REAL party and
their conflict -oriented approach.
Also, I think it is important that we
secure funding for the new child care
facility on campus.
If elected, how do you plan to
address these campus issues?
"First of all. I plan to work extensively in lobbying the legislature to
assure the right of the A.S. government to seek legal counsel without
prior approval of the CSU. I also
plan to work extensively with the
university and (SJSU President) Gail
Fullerton in trying to outline sources
of funding for the new child care facility."

Funds
From page I
Business office employees were
"extremely frustrated" at Walters
for not returning the money
promptly. Phillips said.
According to business office receipts. Walters repaid the outstanding
$85.18 he used to purchase personal
items at Circuit City, just one day
after he returned the microwave
money to the business office.
When Walters turned in the
money intended for the microwave,
he suggested someone else take responsibility for the purchase, he
said. A.S. officers said a microwave
was purchased Friday.
The A.S. budget stipulates that all
receipts must be returned to the business office within ten days after receiving an advance.
The question some officers are
asking is why Walters held onto
A.S. funds for so long.
Phillips and Jennifer .10 Kessler,

Jennifer Jo Kessler
REAL
President
Why did you choose to run for
this particular office?
"I chose to
run for president
because
I’m well qualified. I’m the chair of the
childcare committee.
I’ve
worked with education equity
to get them
funding. I’ve
worked on the students rights and responsibilities committee statement.
I’m up on the issues. I’ve worked on
the parking problem. I feel like I’m
hest qualified for the job."
What, in your opinion, are the
major issues at SJSU?
"Child care is an important issue.
The parking problem also needs to
be dealt with. Outreach and retention
are also important issues. Student
housing is important, too."
If elected, how do you you plan
to address these campus issues?
"We already have 80,000 square
feet designated for a child care center on the south campus. It’s important to me that it gets into action. I’m
looking into transportation alternatives. There’s a 10-year master plan
that will include a new parking facility. Educational equity definitely
needs to find alternative funding.
This issue is very important to me.
The residence halls need funding to
improve living conditions. I want to
help that happen. There needs to be
more affordable housing available.
We all need to work as a team."
director of students rights and responsibilities and the REAL party’s
presidential nominee, maintain that
Walters used the money for personal
needs while waiting for the arrival of
his financial aid.
The equipment fund "is not a private loan account," Phillips said.
"It’s a misappropriation of funds,
any way you look at it," said Leigh
Kirmsse, director of California state
affairs. "I feel badly for Jim, but
you just can’t do that."
The vice president’s signature is
required on requisition forms, and
REAL members are concerned that
Walters, if elected, will exploit his
easy access to A.S. funds.
Additionally, party members are
concerned with Murillo’s failure to
alert the board to Walters’ actions.
Murillo had initially agreed to
purchase the icebox, and officers did
not even know that Walters was involved until Phillips investigated the
missing microwave, Phillips said.
A.S. President Terry McCarthy
agreed that the controller should
have reported the problem to the

Ron Lynch
REAL
Vice president
Why did you choose to run for
this particular office?
"I communicate well with
people.
The
vice president’s
position requiresone to be a
team
builder
who works well
with people on
personal
a
level. I have the
motivation and
the skills from working as assistant
vice president, and I know what it
takes to do the job right."
What, in your opinion, are the
major issues at SJSU?
"I see a big problem with student
advising. I think the fauculty needs
to be better trained to handle student
needs in an advisory role.
Traffic and parking problems at
SJSU is another problem that needs
to be addressed.
Child care facilities need to be
built so that parents can have an easier time obtaining an upper education."
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board.
However, independents have differing points of view.
Both Walters and Murillo maintain that the entire hoard knew about
the outstanding funds.
Murillo remembered that Walters
had told the hoard about the transaction.
"It was common knowledge,"
Walters said.
’To quote Richard Nixon, ’I am
not a crook,’ "he said.
Scott Santandrea, director of
sponsored programs and the independent candidate for president, agreed.
"We have budgeted Jim for things
and he’s
before trips and stuff
always been extremely conscientious" about using funds. Santandrea said.
"I know Jim," he said. "I can
vouch for his character. I know he
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President

returned the money."
Walters should get some sort of
service award fir his eftOrts. Murillo
said.
The business office issued a check
that was left lying around the office
until Walters volunteered to take responsibility for the purchase. said
A.S. controller Mark Murillo.
"When something needs to he
done, he’s the one to go to, as far as
busy work goes." the controller
said.
Jean Lenard, A.S. business administrator, would not comment on
the subject, except to say that it had
been handled internally "very, very
satisfactorily."
"This type of thing, whether elections are up or not, should not be
kept quiet." said Ron Lynch,
REAL’s nominee for the post Walters seeks.
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Director of Ethnic
Affairs

Jennifer Jo Kessler (R)
Scott Santandrea (I)

Andrew G Flores (I)
Natalie L Wells (R)

Vice President

Director 91 Intercultural
Affairs

Ron Lynch (A)
Jim Walters (I)

Jennie Reyes (R)

Controller
Mimi Amulan(R)
Patrice Fusenig (I)

Director gj NonTraditional Minority
Affairs

Academic Senator

Bea Coronado (R)

No candidate

Pirector of Personnel

Director of Academic
Affairs

Karen A. Patterson (R)
Jeff Realini (I)

Rod Diridon, Jr. (R)
Scott Lane (I)

Director Sponsored
Programs

Director of Business
Affairs

Tim Morley (I)

David Lewis (R)
Gabriel Miramontes (I)

Director Student Rights
p_n_q
Responsibilities

Director of California
State Student Affairs

Yogi Chugh (R)
Cid Galindo (I)
Gina Sutherst (I)

Dave Fuller (I)

Director of
Communications

Director 41 Student
Services

Susie Layman (I)
Arneze Washington (R)

Kevin L. Hejnal (I)
Dana M. Jones (R)

Director at Community
Affairs

R=Responsible Alliance
1= Independent

Lynn Christine Bachelor (R)
Beckie Six (I)

-Spartan Daily Graphics
Mimi Amutan
REAL
Controller
Why did you choose to run for
this particular office?
"As Director
of Intercultural
Affairs, I saw a
lot of problems
with
international groups.
But also being a
member of the
Community of
Color. I saw
that there was
not a lot of outreach to them."
What, in your opinion, are the
major issues at SJSU?
"For me it’s educational equity. I
think it’s really important that we
maintain those peer support and academic counseling groups.
One other issue is parking. If you
can’t get to school. you’re not
going." If elected, how do you
plan to address these issues?
"For the student groups. I think

we really need to maintain and continue this grass roots type of approach that we see during elections.
For the light rail system. I’d like to
make it possible tor students to use
their student body cards as a day
pass within a five-mile radius of
SJSU. The present A.S. government
has been very instrumental in securing a childcare facility on South
Campus."

Because Patrice Fusefig could not be reached
for comment, his profile
was not published today.
However, he is still running as an independent for
the office of controller.
according to the most recent candidate listing.
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at Special Discounts!
IBM Personal System/2’ computers are now
available at special educational discounts to students, facult , and staff of San Jose State Unikcr,itk
From the durable, full -function IBM PS/2 Mod,i
to the powerful IBM PS/2 Model SO lMtt, IBM I’.
computers combine integrated, total system desiw)
with advanced graphics for a wide range of applico
tions.
For information call
Derek Cordon,
our student representative
for San lose State University
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able skill, you could earn
up to $25,200 for college
or approved vocational/
technical training
through the Montgomery
GI Bill Plus the Army
College Fund. That’s
money that could help
you attend just about any
educational program you
ch(x)se.
Talk it over with your
local Army Recruiter.
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Why did you choose to run for
this particular office?
For its ablity
to provide direction to the
Associated Students.
Vice
president is an
administrative
post, but the
postion also en
ables you to
give direction to
the course of
the board, because the vice president
is a sitting member of the board,
whereas the president isn’t."
What, in your opinion. are the
major issues at SJSU?
"Campus safety. The quality of
life here. Students and the administration should be working with City
Hall, with the police department, to
make the neighborhoods safe.
The health issues on campus are
important, and more should be done
by today. Not necessarily solely
AIDS education, but family planning and the general state of students’ health."

If you are elected, ho% do you
plan to address these campus issues?
"Right now, mass transit and
If elected, how do you plan to parking are two related issues. and
address these issues?
A.S. is not showing vision in boa
"I will lobby to increase the re- we’re addressing them.
quirements for fauculty advisors or
We need, again, to make this a
else work out a way to bring in pro- safer campus.
fessional advisers to advise students
We need to work with the city so
about graduation requirements.
that the university grows in step with
I would like to continue the park- the city itself, because there’s a lot
ing and childcare issues started by of gentrification going on down
the current Associated Students Ad- here, and we need to address student
ministration."
housing needs."
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worked on over
Jenny Reyes
summer
RF:AL
andduring the seDirector at Imet, rthrirai Atjairs
Why did you choose to ’run for mester."
this particular office?
What,
in
"I have been
your opinion,
active in the Inare the major
Issues
at
ternal InterculSJSU?
tural
Steering
"Advising
Committee , A students. Parking. Child care. I’d
Sian
Business
also like to see San Carlos Street
Week, and in
the
closed down and have the Light Rail
Internasystem run down it. I think the systional Center. I
tem should also link with Spartan
see a need for
more interaction betvireen cultural Stadium so students could park at the
South Campus or somewhere else
groups on campus."
What, in your opinion, are the and commute in on the Light Rail
rather than take the bus.
majorissues at SJSU?
If elected, how do you plan to
"Educational equity is a big problem on campus.Minorities have a address these campus issues?
"As far as advising students, I’d
harder time relating to Caucasian
professors and where they are com- like to see the A.S. lobby to get eiing from. We need more minorities ther more advisers, higher standards
for advisers or even professional adinvolved faculty.
If elected, how do you plan to visers. We need to have advisers
who know all about the little quirks
address these campus issues?
"By getting more incentives in the California University system."
educational
equgiven in the area of
ity. I would like raise the amount of
minority staff and fauculty on camDavid Lewis
pus. I will seek more participation
Director of Business Affairs
from cultural groups on campus. I
REAL
would also like to hold more events
on campus that bring together more
Why did you choose to run for
cultural groups, such as the Food
Bazaar, Cultural Night. and many this particular office?
"As current
others."
president of the
Alpha
Phi
fraterScott Lane
Alpha
nity, I have the
Independent
Director of Academic Affairs
financial capaWhy did you choose to run for bilities to handle the $1.5
this particular office?
million budget
"I want to
allocated for the
the
improve
Associated Stuof
reputation
dents sponsored student groups. I am
San Jose State
also a hard worker, and have an open
academicalear...
lyand make it
A Whet, is youvrito, are the
easier fbr Mumajor Issues at
dents to do bet"They are (not in order of imporscholastiter
tance): parking, child care, the Reccally."
reation center, and educational equWhat, in
ity."
your opinion, are the major issues
If elected, how do you plan to
at SJSU?
address these campus issues?
"For parking, I would work on a
"I’d say academics, affordable
housing, accountability of student student body bus pass card to allow
and students an easier way to get to camtransportation
government,
pus. (Child care), I would like to see
parking, and campus safety."
a new 80,000-square -foot facility.
If elected, how do you plan to The Recreation center. I hope, can
be paid for without raising Student
address these campus issues?
Union fees. (Educational equity). I
"For academics, I would try to in- would like to see retention of mistitute some formal or informal study nority students and faculty. Too few
groups.
minorities are represented on camWe should subsidize housing be- pus."
tween the school and private development.
Dave Fuller
By making A.S. government
Independent
more accountable by having someDirector of California State Stuone watch over it, either in the form dent Affairs
of a teacher or dean, who would
Why did you choose to run for
make progress reports of what each this particular office?
director and executive is doing at a
"It’s an ofdetermined time period.
fice on the state
In the short term, we need subsi- level and you
dized bus passes. In the long term, it work as a lobwould be affordable housing built by byist, hack and
private industry and near the cam- forth between
pus.
Sacramento and
The A.S. needs to lead by exam- San Jose. I will
ple and should offer self defense be
strong
classes and first aid classes."
enough to sup
port our position at SJSU."
What in your opinion are the
Ron Diridon Jr.
major issues at SJSU?
REAL
"First of all, the parking issues.
Director of Academic Affairs
Why did you choose to run for There is a major discrepancy as far
as the way the students have to pay
this particular office?
"I was involved in the A.S. last $81 and the teachers have to pay
semester. I was appointed to the Per- about $34. Child care is also a major
issue. I do know I wouldn’t be in the
sonnel Selection Committee which I

position I’m in today, as educated as dorms and other areas. It would conI am today, if it weren’t for college tain weekly news about what the
child care.
A.S. is doing and what it is there for.
Another issue is transfer and artic- I would also pass out flyer that say
ulation. Articulation is an agreement what is going on in the A.S. and on
we’re trying to pass to make it possi- campus."
ble for students to transfer without
losing credit."
If elected, how do you plan to
Beckie Six
address these issues?
Independent
"We need to devise a plan, come
Director of Community Affairs
together and work as a whole on the
task at hand. It’s a long-term proWhy did you choose to run for
cess, but we have to get the ball roll- this particular office?
ing."
"I have had a
past greek affilArline Washington
iation on this
REAL
campus and I’m
Director of Communications
a
community
Why did you choose to run for resident, and,
this particular office?
as a affairs di"First of all.
rector. I would
I’m a commube a liason benications major
tween the greek
and a student.
system. the dorms and the city counThere
were cil. From my past affiliation and the
some things that
fact that I have worked on a city
were withheld
council campaign. I feel I am qualfrom the student
ified for the position."
body at large
What, in your opinion, are the
that should have
major issues at SJSU?
been commu"My answer applies to my pernicated to them in a timely manner." sonal jurisdiction. I want to be acWhat, in your opinion, are the countable for my office. I want to
major issues at SJSU?
improve the image of SJSU and the
"There are two issues probably on area surrounding the campus. I want
the same parallel childcare and
to work on improving relations with
transportation. The third is proper the city council and with Susan
representation of disabled students Hammer, the city council member
and minor sports and the people in- for our district."
volved thereof. Those are the four
If elected, how do you plan to
key issues of paramount concern address these campus issues?
along with educational equity."
"I have only been in office for
If elected, how do you plan to three months and would like to see
address these campus issues?
the things I am working on com"First, being a director on the pleted. I would like to see them
A.S. board, I plan to attend meetings materialize. I would like to bring
to hear words being stated by the events down to the campus. I would
president, vice president and other also like to get my constituency dimembers. I will communicate back rectly involved in the events that we
to the constituency by using commu- are bringing to the campus. It is hard
nications and public relations tech- because the average age of students
niques like flyers, posters and so here at SJSU is 27.
forth. Likewise, it’s my goal to work
with both the Spartan Daily and
KSJS. Last, I plan to have an openLynn Christine Bachelor
door policy where one can stop in to
REAL
see me or write and keep me abreast
Director of community affairs
of their concerns and opinions."
Why did you choose to run for
this particular office?
"I’ve
been
Susie Laymon
involved with
Independent
committees on
Director of Communications
Why did you choose to run for campus.l
thought it was
this particular office?
time to get inmain
"The
volved
with
reason I’m runsomething govning is because
ernmentally."
I feel that there
What,
in
is a definite lack
your opinion,
of communicaare the major issues at SJSU?
tion
between
the AS., the
"The first major issue is child
students,
the
care. From my major, education, I
community and
see so many parents, mothers in my
the media such
as the Spartan Daily. Because of this classes that are having problems getlack of communication, the A.S. is ting their children into child care. I
not always seen in a very favorable know it would be much more convenient for them to have a facility on
1 ight . "
What, in your opinion, are the campus. Another issue is parking.
Parking affects everyone in a commajor issues at SJSU?
"My issues are SUREC, parking munity.
The last major issue is educational
and child cares these are the issues we read about every day. As far equity. We have a large percentage
as my position as Director of Corn- of minority students and a small
munications goes, there is not amount of minority professors."
enough two-way communincation
If elected, how do you plan to
between A.S. and students. There is address these issues?
not enough information going out
"I would like to get the commuand feedback coming in."
If elected, how do you plan to nity involved. I want to work with
the city council and get the city
address these campus issues?
"As Director of Communications, council’s point of view. San Jose is
the first thing I would do is put out a growing up, and I think it’s time
newsletter and distribute it at the SJSU grows up."

Andrew G. Flores
Independent
Director of Ethnic Affairs
Why did you choose to run for
this particular office?
For
too
long, underrepresented (minority) students
No
and their issues
have been ignophoto
red."
What,
in
your opinion,
available
are the major
issues
at
SJSU?
"One, there needs to be a multicultural center. Two, there needs to be a
peer support network for underrepresented people. Three, there has to be
a higher profile for all underrepresented people, to have a say in what
goes on in all campus affairs."
If elected, how do you plan to
address these campus issues?
"I will begin by networking ethnic
organizations on campus through a
monthly newsletter, with a calendar
of cultural events, like African
Awareness Month and Cinco de
Mayo. I’m pretty sure something
like this hasn’t been done in the past
five years.
We need a peer support network
to attract and retain students of color.

Karen A. Patterson
REAL
Director of Personnel
Why did you choose to run for
this particular office?
"I have been
on the personnel
selection
committee and I
know what it
takes to run it
correctly. I feel
that I have a lot
of constituents
and a lot of diverse backgrounds whereas
represent minority students and I represent the
women on campus. I am familiar
with the workings of the committee
and what it takes to be a good director."
What, in your opinion, are the
major issues at SJSU?
"The first issue would definitely
be the parking problem. The childcare facility is another issue I’m concerned about, as well as educational
equity and as well as retention. As
far as educational equity, we need
more diverse ethnic teachers."
If elected, how do you plan to
address these campus issues?
"Fairly, openly, and with an unbiased opinion. I’m going to weigh
both sides of all the issues, pick the
side that is best for the student because I feel that I am one and I am
working with the student. I’m not
working for myself, or for some-
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thing to put on a resume. I’m working for fellow students."
Jeff Realini
Independent
Director of Personnel
Why did you choose to run for
this particular office?
"It’s the ofI know
fice
best. I’ve been
involved withthe
personnel
selection committee for one
which
year,
works directly
for the director
of personnel. I particularly chose to
run for a director position because I
feel directors have more say than
senators."
What, in your opinion, are the
major issues at SJSU?
"I feel that lack of involvement is
a problem. I don’t believe students
have been informed about what they
can do on campus and the resources
that are available to them. There are
a few major projects that need to be
completed, like the childcare facility. Seventh Street and Ninth
Street need to be landscaped so that
San Carlos can be closed. Getting
the Rec Center opened and fight to
keep the fee where it’s at."
If elected, how do you plan to
address these campus issues?
"In order to get students involved, the A.S. can’t wait around.
I’d work as quickly as possible to get
competent and reliable people appointed into the various committees.
I’d also make sure that the positions
were filled, if a seat was vacant, and
stayed filled."
Gabriel Miramontes
Independent
Director of Business Affairs
Why did you choose this particular office?
"I am very
No
fluent with the
photo
office because I
was controller
available
for a year and a
half."
What, in your opinion, are the
major issues at SJSU?
"One of the major issues in the
students’ minds is the Rec Center.
Either the A.S. board will keep up
with it litagation or come to some
sort of settlement with the chancellor’s office."
If elected, how do you plan to
address these issues?
"As a member of the board, I will
be giving suggestions to the president. I would like to begin negotiating with the chancellor’s office. We
need to find ways to use funds positively to help lower costs."

Due to a technical difficulty, Natalie L. Wells’
profile could not be published. She is running
unopposed for the office
of Director of Ethnic Affairs.
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’The University Research committee in
cooperation with the sysu Foundation
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UNIVERS
WE-ARCH FORUM.
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outstanding graduate and. undergraduate
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Tim Morley
Independent
Director of Sponsored Programs
Why did you choose to run for
this particular office?
"Because it’s
involved with
the budget process, and the
Student Union
Board of Directors.’ ’
What,
in
your opinion,
are the major
Issues at
SJSU?
"I think improving the relations
between the students and the administration. And also to improve the
campus and the university’s image
with the community. Trying to get a
bond going there. I mean it seems
like every time you look in the Mercury (News) now, SJSU is kind of
like a black eye. I’d like to see the
students, especially the A.S. Board
of Directors, working to improve
that."
If elected, how do you plan to
address these campus issues?
"Mainly being active, and trying
to put together more of what the students want to see. I think right now
we’re getting a real narrow view of
what a particular group of students
want to see, not a broader view of
how the whole campus really feels.

A report on the candidates’ road to victory
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Vogl Chugh
Cid Galindo
REAL
Independent
Director of Student Rights and ReDirector of Student Rights and Responsibilities
sponsibilities
Why did you choose this particWhy did you choose to run for
ular office?
this particular oMce?
"I am run"I chose to
ning for this porun for the ofsition because I
fice because I
believe that we
think there is a
as students have
lot of political
certain
rights
apathy. I want
and with these
to get the sturights come cerdents more into
tain responsibiit. Since I’m a
lities.
resident adviser
I want to inand have concern for people, running for this of- form students of what these rights
fice is basically the same thing. Ex- are and act as a liason between the
cept it’s having concern for people in students, AS., and ombudsmen,
and initiate changes with the
the school atmosphere."
What, in your opinion, are the board."
What, in your opinion, are the
major issues at SJSU?
"Making the students pay for major issues at SJSU?
"I believe the number one issue is
parking fees and other student related fees. This falls under my office daycare. We need to make more avresponsibilities, and I’m concerned available for students with children.
Another important issue is that of
because I also have to pay these
educational equity for retention stufees."
If elected, how do you plan to dents on campus.
Also, the parking issue is a big
address these campus issues.
"What I think right now is that problem for students. We are trying
students. And to identify alternate sources such as
it’s just A.S. and
students don’t really know what’s mass transit and light rail."
If elected, how do you plan to
really going on with AS., except
when reporters from the Spartan address these campus issues?
"As a director. I would work cloDaily report the news. I think it
should be the other way around in sely with students and deal directly
that A.S. officers should be getting with the issues, pursuing them in a
uniform way."
the news out to the students."

A.S. officers make
child care ’priority’
By Mary R. Callahan
Daily staff writer
The Associated Students made
significant progress toward improved child care for university students this year and resolved at a Feb.
8 meeting to make child care a high
priority for the rest of the year.
Now that the campaign for A.S.
officers is in full swing, candidates,
too, are addressing the issue.
The Responsible Alliance (REAL)
party has made child care its number-one campaign priority.
"We want to keep working on
child care to make sure that it becomes a reality," said Jennifer Jo
Kessler, REAL’s presidential nominee."
SJSU President Gail Fullerton has
already designated 80,000 square
feet of former Spartan City land for a
proposed childcare facility.
Some time this spring, she plans
to approach the California State University trustees with a change to the
campus master plan required before
work on the center can proceed.
In the meantime, members of the
current board have been working on
preliminary sketches and funding
proposals for the proposed facility.
The incoming board needs to
carry on the work that’s been done
by the current administration, said
Ron Lynch. executive assistant to
the vice president and REAL’s vice
presidential nominee.
"We want to get it done now" because the CSU trustees have made
child care their priority for 1989, and
next year their official priority will
change, he said.
The party is concerned with child
care because the lack of it prevents
some students from attending classes
and is therefore directly related to
educational opportunity for student
parents, said Patricia Phillips, A.S.
vice president and REAL Party
member.
The Frances Gulland Child Development Center, now operating at
San Salvador and Tenth streets, can
serve only 54 children per hour because of its size, said Phillips, one of
two students in the state sitting on
the CSU Childcare Policy Advisory
Committee.
The center has turned away approximately 1.519 children this

year. Phillips said.
As long as students are concerned
with child care, the A.S. will have to
work on it, said Scott Santandrea,
director of sponsored programs and
the independent presidential candidate.
Santandrea’s plan is to work with
the university and the San Jose business community to get funding for
the facility.
Santandrea, however, maintains
that child care is an issue, not a top
priority.
Santandrea’s approach concerns
REAL party members who are convinced that the experience and commitment of incoming hoard members
is as important as funding.
"In the year that Scott (Santandrea) has served on the board, never
once has he done anything about
child care," said Kessler, chairman
of the university childcare committee.
Students have been lobbying for
improved child care since the 1960s,
Phillips said.
The current task is to find a way to
fund the center without raising A.S.
fees, said Jim Walters, director of
academic affairs.

In celebration of National Foreign Languages Week, the
Foreign Languages Department invites you to the following
events:
STUDY AND TRAVEL ABROAD DAY
Panel presentation, Monday , March 6, 12:00-2:00 Student
Union, Almaden Room.
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Panel presentation and question and answer period.
Tues.. March 7, 1130-1:00, Student Union, Almaden Room.
OPEN CLASSROOMS
March 8-9 (For times and locations, call the Student Union
Information Center, 924-6350)
ETHNIC FOOD SALE
German Food: Wed., March 8, 11:00-2:00, B-B-Q Pits
French Food:
Wed., March 8, 10:00-3:30, Art Quad
Portuguese and Russian : Thurs., March 9, 10.00-2:30, 88Q Pits
INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL
March 6-10, BC 310, 3:03-4:50 (For titles and times, consult
Sparta Guide).

Judge Ladoris-Cordell
Starhawk
Lushiah Tiesch

8:30am-10:00am
10:00am-11:00am
11:00am-12:00pm
12:00am-1:00pm
1:00pm-2:00pm
2:30pm-

In addition to acquiring support
from alumnae and private foundations, the board should develop profitable services such as the A.S. print
shop so that profits can be earmarked
for operating costs of the new facility, he said.
Although Gov. Deukmejian’s
budget cuts university funding in
other areas, $730,000 was appropriated for program change proposals
related to child care.
But in order for student bodies to
access the funds, they have to maintain the current level of funding to
existing facilities and demonstrate a
20 percent increase in services to
student parents. said Leigh Kirmsse.
director of California state affairs.

NATIONAL FOREIGN LANGUAGES WEEK
MARCH 6-10, 1989

STRENGTH THROUGH DIVERSITY

FRIDAY, MARCH 10

SJSU President
Gail Fullerton has
designated 80,000
square feet of
former Spartan City
land for a proposed
childcare facility.
trustees.

WOMEN’S WEEK 1989
MARCH 6-10 at the Student Union
Organized by Women’s Resource Center
Funded by Associated Students

THE LIFE CYCLE

Information

Call

Kevin Hejnal
Independent
Dire( t,1 ,,1 .\itident .4llair%
Why did y ou choose to run for
this particular office?
"1 looked at
all the director
boards,
that’s
the
voting
body, and I saw
that of all the
things I could
do for students
this
position
would he the
hest.
And, my
knowledge of the campus as a president and former student makes me
feel 1 was suited to the position."
What, in your opinion, are the
major issues at SJSU?
"Parking is an obvious one.
SuRec overcharges are a big issue. It
shows that you can’t always believe
in the ballot you vote for.
Child care, for married and unmarried students. I think the current
facility is a good one, but it should
be expanded.
Athletic funding and funding for
all sports and non -sports clubs."
If elected, how do you plan to
address these campus issues?
"That’s one of the reasons I want
this position. You have a say in a
number of things. You have to take
the position of what the students
want, not what you personally want
or what some interest group wants."

Athletics becomes campaign issue
By Shelby Grad
Daily staff writer
The scene Feb. 8 was any politician’s nightmare.
Nearly 100 angry students and
coaches stormed into the Associated
Students Directors meeting demanding that the A.S. release about
$100,000 in frozen funds to their
teams.
The athletic funding crisis, with
many athletes’ votes that could go
along with it. is full of ironies
pitting long-time adversaries as well
as long-time allies against one another.
The athletes claimed the freeze
was hurting their programs and that
the A.S. didn’t appear to care about
them.
The charges stung many board
members, who had worked long
hours during the summer in an attempt to save the women’s field
hockey, wrestling and track and field
teams. The teams were eliminated
by the university last May amid budget cutbacks.
The REAL party cited the A.S.
accord with SJSU President Gail
Fullerton as a good example of the
way the A.S. responded to the needs
of the athletes.
The agreement was struck within
a week of the protest. It allows for
more open meetings and prior warn-

ing when the university will consider
team elimination.
"We worked hard on this," said
REAL’s presidential nominee Jennifer 10 Kessler. "For the first time
in the history of this campus, athletes have protection."
Kessler and fellow board member
Scott Santandrea both worked toward the accord and take credit for
its completion.
But Santandrea, who was beat out
by Kessler for the REAL party’s top
spot and is now running against her
as an independent, believes the agreement could have been worked out
months before the funding crisis.
The accord, while significant, is not
historic and represents nothing
groundbreaking, he maintains.
Santandrea bases his case on the
fact that Fullerton conceded many of
the agreement’s elements in a November memo.
Kessler said the accord gives protection to more programs than were
discussed in November. She stressed
that the agreement came after an unprecedented meeting between Fullerton and many members of the
A.S. Board of Directors.
Dan Buerger. Fullerton’s aide and
a member of the A.S. board, emphasized his intention to stay out of
the campaign, but said the historic
significance of the accord is a ques-

tion that is up for interpretation.
What makes the agreement
groundbreaking, in his view, is that
when the A.S. went into the negotiations they were willing to cut a deal.
after spending much of the previous
year attempting to sue the university
and the California State University
system.
Santandrea’s cool attitude toward
the accord wasn’t evident during the
board’s discussion of the issue Feb.
Kessler’s nomination
15 before
was announced when he praised
the agreement along with other
REAL party members.
Santandrea defended his actions at
the meeting by saying his style is to
air complaints and to attempt to
reach compromises outside the board
room.
Former wrestling coach Kevin
Hejnal, an independent, and basketball player Dana Jones of REAL.
will face off in the contest for director of student services
Hejnal has been critical of a funding release. while Jones has supported it.
Jones disagrees with Hejnal’s
characterization of the race. She
stressed that if elected, she will not
just be a representative of athletes
hut of residents, because she lives in
the dorms.

FMC invites you to

CHECK
US OUT
Attention Information
Resource Management Majors
MANAGEMENT
INFORMATION
SYSTEMS ANALYST
We have entry level opportunities for
both BS and MS degree. Thor
education will continue on a true
career path at EMC with self study
class instruction and on-the-job.
training. As part of a project team, you
can look to master specific languages
and systems skills. (’pun completion

cif training. the MN professional will
work in business applications
programming and later may select
systems analyst. programmer analyst.
technical Jnalyst or database analyst
career path.
Work with the best. Large scale
on line data base systems are
developed using COBOL I MS and
1)132 Ilardware includes IBM 3090
DEC VAX and PCs.

Interviews March 15

OPEN HOUSE
Costanoan Room

Men’s Alternatives To Violence Panel. Almaden Rm., SU
Joan Edelstein "Reproduction, Midwifery, Alternative Birthing -Cross
Cultrually & U.S. Costanoan Rm., SU
Debra David "The Older Woman" Almaden Rm., SU
Maiko-Poetry & Drum Ensemble (Entertainment) Upperpad, SU
Dr. Katherine Sucher "Nutrition Throughout The Life Cycle.
Almaden Rm,
Reception Costanoan Rm.

For More

Dana NI. Jones
Gina Sutherst
REAL
Independent
Director of Student Services
Director of Students Rights and
Reponsibilities
Why did you choose to run for
Why did you choose to run for this particular office?
"The situaoffice?
this particular
tion with the
"I
picked
athletic freeze
Students Rights
No
really prompted
and Responsibime to become
lities because I
involved, but 1
feel that I can
photo
like
helping
best fill this poothers
and maksition in the
available
ing
sure
some
A.S. because I
good
things
know what it’s
happen on camlike to have
pus. I’d
your rights denied. I know how hard it was even like to see some things happen on
after I was on field hockey to find campus, and I think it is my duty as a
someone to help us. I don’t think student to become involved and
anyone should have to go through really make things happen here at
this university."
that."
What, in your opinion, are the
What in your opinion, are the
major issues at SJSU?
major issues at SJSU?
"I think the parking issue is a
"There are thousands of issues
that are generic, across the border major issue, the REC Center fees is
for everyone like parking and hous- definitely a major issue, also child
ing. I think SJSU’s biggest problem care and making sure that we have
is getting a feeling of campus com- childcare facilities on campus are
munity like when the baseball team definitely the three big issues here on
was winning more people starting campus."
going to the games."
If elected, how do you plan to
If elected, how do you plan to
address these campus issues?
address these campus issues?
"I think that myself working with
"Well it’s going to he a big job.
Everyone needs to get on the ball the board and making sure that these
and let people know that there are al- issues go through without any probternatives. Everyone doesn’t need to lems is one way to make sure that
go away from SJSU. There are peo- they will happen on campus. That’s
basically it."
ple here to hear grievances."

924-6500

March 13th from 12 till 1 p.m.
Refreshments y ill he serYeil
and infrirmat ir in made available ahi rut USU.. the world".
leading manufacturer of military tracked vehicles. It
yiitir environment is ill he filled with
advancement Anti personal professe mud gnus th

Join Us At The Open House

GFMC
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SJSU limps into tournament
By Phillip Best
Daily staff writer

Mike Deemer Daily staff photographer

SJSC’s Craig McPherson (43) searmbles for a loose
hall with [’OP’s Sam Barnes in S.ISIC’s 66-55 loss.

Random drug testing
discussed by U.S., USSR
WASH IN( i ION 1A1,
Iii.
iice,I
and the
1)111011. ,oncerned over the use ot steioids hy athletes, are ino%, mg toward an agreement that %%mild include setting up testing labs in each country for use by
the other
Ot icials of theI S and Soviet Union are scheduled
h, meet !starch 211 in Colorado Springs. Colo.. to discuss
details 01 a pact that %%ould call for random drug testing
the ears leading up to the 1992 Olympics.
Sr, let

STOCKTONThe Spartans let a seven point halftime
lead slip away Sunday as they lost to the University of
the Pacific 66-55 in their last regular season game.
Thc loss was SJSU’s 10th straight and dropped the
last-place Spartans to 5-22 overall and 1-17 in Big West
Conference play. UOP improved to 7-20 and 3-15.
"It was a free throw contest and we didn’t get our
share," said SJSU Coach Bill Berry.
The loss was particularly
Berry said,
Sunday’s score disappointing,
because a win would have
UOP 66
provided the team emotional incentive heading into
SJSU 55
the Big West Conference
tournament Wednesday and
put them in ninth place rather than last.
The Spartans’ last win, and only conference win, came
before the player boycott Jan. 18, when they defeated
UOP 76-72 at the Civic Auditorium on Jan. 3.
Because of Sunday’s loss, SJSU will face Fresno State
instead of UC Irvine in the first round of tournament in
Long Beach.
On the positive side, Berry said he believes his team
matches up better with Fresno than Irvine.
The Spartans lost to Fresno 73-59 last Thursday. SJSU
forward Johnny Johnson, who scored 17 points and
grabbed 13 rebounds against UOP, said the loss won’t
affect SJSU’s morale.
"In the post season, everyone starts fresh again,"
Johnson said. "We’re going to go in there with a positive attitude, looking for a win because we know we’re
capable of it."
SJSU opened with a 10-3 lead and then went dry
offensively. A 13-4 run by the Tigers gave them a 1614 lead with 9:24 remaining in the half.
SJSU trailed 27-26 until Dwain Daniels buried two
consecutive three-point buckets with 2:18 remaining in
the half to give the Spartans a 32-27 lead.
Johnson followed with a lay-up that sent the traveling
SJSU fans into a stomping frenzy, and two free throws
by Tom Desiano gave the Spartans a 36-29 halftime
lead.
After the break, SJSU couldn’t buy a basket.
UOP held the Spartans to just four points for the first
12 minutes of the second half.

How to get
through college
with
money to spare:

But with 1:23 remaining, SJSU closed a nine-point
UOP lead and trailed 57-55. UOP scored the final nine
points from the foul line.
The Tigers converted 29 of 38 free throws compared to
14 of 20 for the Spartans.

- SPARTAN PUB

1. Buy a Macintosh.

Apppearing
Thursday, March 9
8:30 pm - 11:30 pm

2. Add a peripheral.

/016?y

S.

,

3. Get a nice, fat check.

Sim thmugh March 31. when you Inn selected Nlacintosh"SE. or Macintosh 11 computers. you’ll get
a rebate for up to half the suggested retail price of the Apple’ peripherals you add on so you’ll save up to Ssoo
Ask thr details uxlm where computers are sold on campus.

Nitecry is an energetic Rythm & Blues band
that delivers an up-heat show and will knock
you out of your seat and on to the dance floor.

Apple Pays Half

Spartan Bookstore

Nitecry features the dynamic vocals of
seasoned frontman Tom Castro and
Blues-Rock guitarist Rene Solis.
Nitecry plays Blues and Motown favorites -their tight-knit horns and driving rythm section
promise a show you’ll never forget.

Computer Center 924-1809
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Bloom County

Berke Breathed
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Rocky

Larry Strong - Daily staff photographer

SJSU’s Pete D’errico slides into third and beats
the tag of St. Mary’s third baseman in the Spar-

tans 9-1 win. SJSU hosts nationally-ranked Artzona State tonight at Municipal Stadium.

wEJ UNCLE ROCK
WWERE PRE Lark
1-1EADED Mn)
\.......FLATE AN’ cup!

Baseball faces mighty Sun Devils
By Matthew D. Anderson
Daily staff writer

When teams make up thcir schedule, they arc always looking for a
few games that they can take lightly.
The SJSU baseball team used to be
one of the lightly regarded teams.
Not anymore.
The
14th -ranked Spartans
improved to 18-1 after sweeping
three games from St. Mary’s this
past weekend.
In what will be SJSU’s biggest test
of the season, the Spartans face
ninth-ranked Arizona State (17-5) at
7 p. m. tonight at Municipal
Stadium.
"We lock at this game as a challenge," SJSU Coach Sam Piraro

said. "This is a win/win situation. It
you win its great, if you lose it’s
great. Playing a team like ASU
gives you a chance to measure
where you are."
The Sun Devils are in the middle
of an eight-game West Coast swing
that got off to a great start with a
three -game sweep of two-time
defending national champion
Stanford over the weekend. ASU
plays Santa Clara, the only team to
beat the Spartans, later in the week
before playing UC Berkeley.
"A (eight game) trip like this is not
common in college baseball," said
ASU Coach Jim Brock. He added
that when the trip was planned, they
had no idea SJSU would be having

this type of season.
Instead of playing a couple national powers sandwiched around good
teams, the Sun Devils are playing all
strong teams.
The season the Spartans and Big
West foe Long Beach State are haying have caught Brock’s attention.
"Knowing the coaches and type of
program that they are building, and
the kids they are able to recruit,
those two teams will be very dominant in the future."
Dave Tellers will be going for his
ninth straight victory for the
Spartans while Kip Yaughn (2-0)
will be on the mound for the Sun
Devils.
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Raiders, NFL reach settlement in antitrust suit
LOS ANGELES (AP) -The Los
Angeles Raiders and the National
Football League reached settlement
Saturday in a decade-old. multimillion-dollar antitrust suit involving
the football team’s tnove from Oakland to Los Angeles.
A source close to the case said the
Raiders will receive $18 million,
while Raiders’ spokeswoman Sue
Turner estimated the figure at around
$20 million.
Attorneys for both sides advised
federal Judge Harry Pregerson of the

settlement, and at their request he
placed the settlement document
under seal, said court clerk Richard
W. Johnson.
"It’s set and done. All they have
to do now at the coun is file an order
dismissing the case." Johnson said,
He added that the dismissal could
occur some time next week.
The case pitted the Raiders and
the Los Angeles Coliseum Commission against the NFL. which had
tried to block the team’s move to Los
Angeles, which finally occurred in

Als

1982. Al Davis, the Raiders’ managing general partner, had been trying
to move the team south for several
years by that time.
NFL Commissioner Pete Rozelle
said he was just relieved the case
was over.
"Obviously, the whole matter
was very distasteful," he said.
"You’re talking about 10 years and
a lot of money spent and a lot of anguish. It’s very nice to have it behind
us. I think it tied us all up."

>,4%
Laugh Lines

Wanda Folk
Sloppy Disk

LOOK AT TH5 PLACE ’
DON’T YOUR MOTHER
TELL YOu TO CLEAN
YOUR. ROOM 7

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ARE YOU PAYING too much mo.y
for life Insurance? Find out by
calling (408) 274-6686 tor a no obligation free Mims.
FREE VISA MASTERCARD & SEARS
sppikation for college students!
Just send a .11 addressed
stamped envelope to KAIHATSU
MARKETING, 734 S 4th St Box
S. Philadelphia, Pa 19147 Apply
today for your future!
FREE! WHITE CAT

- 9 months old
Lively. fun, cute, even neutered"
Has shots Call Kris 297-7396

NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE? Want
good coverage you can afford?
Ws have quality plans at lose
prices Monthly terms available
Call Mark Ellice at 1408)943-9190
for no obligation quota
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll Nowt Seve your teeth. eyes
and Money too Cleanings and Of.
Ike fist. at no charge For brochure see A S office or Student
Health Center or call (409)3716811 in Son Jo.
4099792002
SOUTH BAY BULLETIN BOARD
Something Inc every Interest. Roadvent.a
friendship.
mance.
leave your mess.. or you can
hear six messages ITom others.
try it. you’ll be glad you dkl Cell
daffy, Messages change freany toll
quently Only 52

AUTOMOTIVE
B UICK REGAL LTD ’91. fully, MM.
V6 rebuilt mil. Runs great
52,500. Excellent body 296-0331
B UY A NEW CAR hassle free tor less
money You pick the model, make
and accessories We find you the
best deal. no obligstion independent bro., references cell KEN
at 728-0639
SEIZED CARS. truck., boats, 4 wheelers, rnotorhomes by FBI, IRS.
DEA Avalleble your area now
Call (905)1592-7555. ext C-1255
’63 FORD ESCORT GT black 55p sunroof aim cesseff -4 apkr & boost.
fog lights. Moo sesta ankle
rims, new tires, clutch & more,
93700.00. 406-972-5382 Must sell
’64 OLDS Jo/tater I Good Cond. Runs.
Needs TLC. call 92441175 11150

COMPUTERS
IBM TURBO XT Clone, 20 &MHO. 2
graphics
color mfr
floppy.,
and extras,
programs
many
91.600 090 (406) 971-7665

FOR SALE
MATTRESS

SETS"

NEW"

BEDS"

Twin M. full 989. queen Sin,
king 9118 You at both p.c.
B unkbeds $129 /Mfr... available now It your bed isn’t giving
yOu the comfort or the support
why not pe1 new bad?
you
Our beds are very comfortable &
cheep C811.51598

HELP WANTED
ADDRESS ENVELOPES. $500 00$ up
per week Send SASE Renter.
Associate*, PD Box 3247, Son
Me, CA 96154
AUTOMATED VAC EOPIAT OPERATORS needed on 9fiffoffill OP"
and weekend .1,19 (2540 hr work
week). Requires. 1-3 yrs nisch or
OW assembly cep or vogue led In
the 444eno. or computer prog
Me be U I efttzen We offer
Cad
reIre.
education
ICO%
411/4193411100, .445. VARIAN
AVAILPOSITIONS
CHILDCARE
Foil and pert lime ...AMIE
Northern
ay...
tient poslOone
Callon. Nannies 179 San Anto-

nio Rd. Suite 112. Los Altos, Ca
94022,(1t51945-2933
COUNSELOR DIRECT CARE STAFF
needed al residential facilities for
young adults & adoktscents with
autism & related disabilities Full
and part Me position available
Starting 56-06 25 hr
Call (408)
.6-3953
COUNSELOR GROUP HOME for nullsIlc children Great expedence for
Rd
and related
psych, spec
fields FT & PT positions Call NE
F 9.5, 3T7-5412 377-1494
COUNSELORS WANTED Trim down fitness. co-ed. NYS camp 100 po.
sitiona sp.., crafts, many 0th.
ars Camp Shane Feendale, NY
12734 914.292-4045
FOREIGN STUDENTS & SCHOLARS.
Intl businesses & Investors seek
foreign nationals with first hand
knowledge of .onotolc business. scientific. & political conditions In home country for consulting assi.tan.. For Into send
resume to BLS int1,700 St Marys
PI
Suite 1400 San Antonio.
TX 7920501 800-628-2826 Eat 856
FURNITURE CO needs parttime help
days answering phones, filing

ternoon 4 evening shifts svelte.. Good voice & personality
Call BLAS st 296-3033
TELEMARKETING,

bonuses Spat selling day eves. PT
S Bascom Ave S J Call Todd It
296-5439

toll at (408)2744666

Pool

Managers

57 00-14 60 hr

NATIONAL MARKETING FIRM seeks
ambitious
mature student to
manage on-campus promotions
for lop national companies this
school yea Flexible hours with
earnings potmlal to $2,500 Call
1-600432-526. exl 20
OVERSEAS AND CRUISESHIPS EM.
PLOYMENT
Many
positiorte
Walt month - home month Cali
(S05)642-7559, ext 5-1062
OVERSEAS AND CRUISESHIPS EMPLOYMENT
Many
positions
Work month - home month Cal
11105) 662-7555, 51 5-1062
PHOTO LAB TECH - Pert-thoe 15-30
iws
114 5046 00 hr Exp.
needed. Cell 3714644
RECORD STORE CLERK PT flexible
hOur Must be 111 or older Apply
In person at Underground Re
cords, 371S First St
SALES ASSOCIATE WANTED Women conternporsry clothing boutique Perfect for
respond..
comm Mon.
student WU hr
T.0, Wed 24. Fri 2-9, Sal 124
Occaeonal Sun Available Immodidefy Mark F.wkit, Old Town,
Ice Gatos Contact Merl. Vonn
for an spat 264-7771.
SECURITI
OFFICERS PROCESS
SERVERS Fullaert lene security
officer’s all shifts Fullaart
evening process servers
train Apply in person Mon-Fri.
SAM-4PM, 240 Meridian A.., San
Me, AM.., Inc

BARE IT ALL! Stop shaving, waxing,
tweezing or using chemical deff IItords Lot me permanently remove your unwanted hair (chin,
Mani, tummy, tnoiteteche. Sic.)
15% discount to students and faculty Cell before June I 1.9 and
get your first tied al I 2 price

Non-smoker. no pets

Unwanted Half Disappears W95
My Care Gwen Chelgreet. RE.
5593500. 1645 S Bascom An.,
MC "Heir Today Gone T

DESKTOP

PUBLISHING SERVICES
graphics
flyers.
Brochures,
HIGHTECH RESUME DES/ORS of
all fields up to executives We

GUARD SECURITY. 3212 Soot,
B lvd. Santa Clare (between San
Tomas &

offer 20 postscript laser printed
copies of your resume plus 20
mstchIng envelOpes elf Met /30,
FREE DELIVERY Flnellne 0.-

350.00 A DAY AT HOME,
Process phone orders for our
products People call you Nationwide Fr. details Cali (Retunde
Ole) 1.519459-8697 Est 6404

REPOSSESSED VA & HUD HOMES
&valetbla front government from
SI without credit check You repair Also tax delinquent foredosure, call (805) 662-7555. est H1513 for repo list your area.
STUDENT ROOMMATE WANTED 10
min from campus Non-smolter.
Includes separate 1 bedroom, 1
dishwasher
wash dry,
bath,
S150 Asp 1 3 Willfridge 1360
11. 408-9725392
VERY NICE 2 bedrm 2 5th apt (Men.
near SJSU Pie.. call 289-9157
toe into
3

signs. (415)964-9163
paper?
DO YOU NEED HELP with
Editing. word proc.sing, and research. etc Ann 993-1709

HOUSING

Call 942-2470
LOOKING FOR CREATIVE Mgner to
dm sketch*. plans for 2nd story
remodeling of custom home In
Los Gatos Call 359.2297

PLANNING A WEDDING? Looking for
non -denominational
service
o personal vows? Pen now for

SERVICES

* et M-1103

$6-$8 hr to start 50 positions Reception Security, no exp nec FT PT.
day owing grave shifts W.kly
pay dental med benefits We are
looking for friendly people to
Apply VANwork In Klatch

AVAILABLE (1) carried,
house .1 (2) eat w shared bath
(3) room Phone 2942374 Non -

Classified
computer selects only tho.
source you are qualified to recatty*. thu ensuring the best possible list Our service is low-cost
and guaranteed! Call or write
Student Aid Service., 101 E Fremon! Ave.. #176, Sunnyvale. Ca
94087. 1 -900-USA -1221. ext 8153

toll. if any

WANTED - MANAGER FOR viLlorian
rooming house near campus Ex.
patience end rets 296.2374.0..

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS - part-firne
5500-52,000 a month No experience necessary Call Mark Ons-

SEASONAL & year
LIFEGUARDS
round positions available now
Selery Lfieguerds $5 50.9940 hr

$1 5011,

VISA OR MASTERCARD! Even if
bankrupt or bad credit! We guar
ant. you card or double your
money back Cali 605) 682-7555

HARDWARE TECHNICIAN DCS seek
Jr & Sr computer Eng mem for
technical position. familiar with
IBM 80386 & 80266 PC board envlPlease call
ronment
Part full
Felix at 1408) 437-1003 or apply In

skills & able to operate office
computer preferred

408-9792002
SOUTH BAY
BULLETIN BOARD.
Now there
Is last, .sy we.v to tneel quality
people in the privacy of your
home Ws so my! When you cell.
you will be told how to Move your
Ion message or hear six dIffetent
messages left by others rbr
are ...ages from people with all
types of intestate Wl.n you hear
something you ilk*. give that perCali today $2
son call That

APPOINTMENT
TELEMARKETING,
Part time. 5200 wk
SETTING
POSSIBLE, daily cash Walking
distance from campus. Madly
Al.
atmosphere
supportive

Call Judy, 435-1344

person after 5 DO p rn 10 minutes
driving from SJSU Secreteriei or
rec-aptionist with marketing po.
tendril also needed Good English

8601

TEACHER AIDE for preschool PT
5611r 6 units ECE req. HOBBIT
DAY NURSERY, 286-0683

Join WSFCU - Your student Credit
Unken-bsneffte Include Tultion.
Books-Computer Loans Com’Free
pettily* Savings Rat.
Writing Cashing. Manu
lecturer’s Hemet GSL’S Veluable Member Privikg. Call
8474773 or drop by our office at

summer

cenemonds
Larson at 257-7123

Call

Rev

PROFESSIONAL

DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Mkhel. formerly of KSJS
You’ce got the party, we’. got
the musk, Michel Productions
prod.. wide verlely of music
for your *oddity pony Of dance
at reasonable mt. Call Deeire
or ellItalt 270-8960 or 922-7359

PROOFREADING,
EDITING. RESEARCH" Quality woo* Call DEE
at (401)292-7029
SEWING AND ALTERATIONS Casual
and evening wear specializing in
weddings,
ELBSformal.
NOSAelc
ER
RATES, quality work In WII.
low Glen area call Marla at
5464

TWA OFFFERS SJSU STUDENTS 10%
off anywhere any fare Purchase
your TWA student discount card
now

Also ask about TWA GETAWAY credit card Call Andy at
409)207-6909. TWA campus rep

TYPING
AAAA-ACCURAC Y

51 50 per page double spaced
Available hven days weeitly
Quick turnaround All work guaranteed Thenka
PROFESSIONAL
WORD
PROCESSING Quick end reasonable
Fast turnaround Lefler quality

tem papers, theses, reports of all
kinds Student rotes for Under’
grads Available day eves wee,

gitersnt. copy, grammar editing.
Ia.., printer greph and so much
more Call PAMELA al (408) 94E-

Contact Doug et 14081242-7377.
Mond. through Fr.. 3-10 PIA
E.n

If

benkngl of bed credit! We guar ante. you card or double your,
rrto.y back. Call (SOS) 682.7555
art. IIA-1103

Check

WRIDNO,

RESEARCH

SERVICES
Academic. paper. Mee insistence Ghostwriting editing, resums, word-pronnsing All subWOWS
ReQualified
dots
writing Calektgue Work owl-

5th and San Salvador
MONEY FOR STUDENTS?? We match
students with &veil.. finsnclal
akl regard... of gred. or lam.
Imo*. Let our unIqUia computerized finding service provide you
with
custom lie of souro.
Atter you 1111 out a data form, our

pitchl Quick return TranscriptIon
services
...liable
A...a
Brennen area Phone 264-4504
CALL MRS MORTON et 266-0448 tor
EDITING & WORD PROCESSING
of term papers research protects
resumes WIII gladly aslant st
grammar. punctustIon and
lento structure (knowledgable on
Turablen. SPA. 6 Campbell fermata) Equipment used
Word
Perfect
HPLeserJefil. Considerable business experience and former
English major
WILLOW

ends by app. Cell Anna 972-4992

(ocket. Quafity work at r111.0.12hie rsts.
SJSU DISCOUNTS

MASTERCARD!

1406)225-9009
CALL LINDA TODAY tor experlenced,
professionsl
word
processing
wIth Laser printer The.., term
papers, group protects. etc All
formats
Including
APA
SI 75 page double spaced 1,0

Call Shelly (408)247.7520
SAW WHEN OVERWHELMED by reports to be typed. RELAX AND
LEAVE THE TYPING TO ME Graduate and undergrad Resumes

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time Profirestone word-processing roe Inn that Include fest turnaround

OR

PJ-923-2309

3662 to reserve your time now
Only 15 minim from campus
ABSTRACT WE’RE NOT, Academic
word processing our specialty
amended
quelity
accuracy
Free disk Mora. proofing Reasonable rat. We re fast dependable. gremmar-experlenced Col-

GLEN area
COMPUTER- fest-eccurete. near Hamilton & Winchester Campbell Cali
SHIRLEY el 379.3519 81 50 per

EVERGREEN

WORDPROCESSING
On campus pickup delivery Lett. quality Term pmts, group
protects theses, resumes leculty
protects etc API MLA. Turebian
formats Otte guar (27 ins xp I
Call Rot 274-3664 (leave message) Avallble 7 days re.k

lege grads, so call us with papers.
reports. thews (esti Science),
etc st 251-0449
ACADEMIC

snteed
Low rates
Collegiate
Communications Bed.. (415)

PROFESSIONAL desktop publishing 1 word processing Papers.thesistesurnix..

6415036

reports

manuscripts

&

EVERYONE

NEEDS TYPING some
time Why Vol make the best In,.
preset.? A neatly -typed paper
gets higher grade roe the best

group

UNITS

&MOAN. nO pets

PERSONALS
ABORTION ALTERNATIVE - Have
you considered adoption All calls
confldentiel Call collect 19161
823-1229

oroosTicA

SACRAMENECCLESIA
TORUM For gnostic., religion is
God’s sense of mystery, not
mart’s Insistence on dogma Celebrete Mal mystery with
Mass, open to all, 3 PM Sundays
ort. the VIven Chapel of the 151
United Methodist Church. 24 N
5th St.. San Jose We Mo train
clergy, both male and teens.. who
share our vision For further Info,.
’nation, cell 374-7466 evening.

335

San Carlos For more inlormstion
*bout ectlelli.. MI Rev NM
FilnIsaSlI .5 2941-0204
T-SHIRTII likes money ter yew SJSU
Club. FretenlNy. or Som. by
Mang cudom all screened T shins sylth your elesIgn or logo. el
Mr turn-around on met lobs
for

reterences

grans..

T-1114106

group protects. manuals. Meow
etc Letter quality! Al tomb
plus SPA. SPELCMEK, punclue
lion, grammar assistance. AM
rood guaranteed Free di. storage Affordable student & faculty
rates! For that professional, quick
dePenciable worry -free service
at Its beet. call PAM at 247-2681
(S Clare)
GEN

TYPING WORD PROCESSING
lean.c
term papers re-

tape

sumes.

menu.ripts,
reports.
Rees rates prompt service. Copy
Ty. Ctr
(Santa Clare) 964
5548 984-0597
GO WITH THE BEST! Top-quality see
retard’ service tor ALL your
WORD processing needs Graphice charts letters reports, manuscripts resumes term papers.
theses Lel our words work tor
you, Editing grommet
spell
checking All work dune On
PS Laser Printer or printing trafe
your disk Both IBM & Mac II cons
Pula. Sakai student rm.’ Cali
Printy 5 WORDWORKS at 256
WORD 01253 -WORK
PROFESSIONAL TYPYING & WORD
PROCESSING IS yeers ...Men. Reasonable rates & fee
turnaround Close to campus
Phone 292-4096
RESUME WRITING & TYPING SVC
Reports & iffiniicatkns word pro
mend
Car., coneultetIons
Bay are.. WI proleseonal woke Car., Center 1765 Soon
Eitvd Santa Clara 243-4070
WORD PROCESSING transcription
Term par.,. thesea resumes
manuscripts
Fast turnaround
Free ellek storage Experienced
typist and legal transcriber 365’393
IMMO

1
Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day
Two
Days
$4 80
3 I ines
$570
4 Lines $480
$660
$5 70
5 Lines
$750
6 I Ines
$655
E ach Additional Line Add $
One
Day
$3 90

Three
Days
$5 25
$615
$700
$790
90

Four
Days
SS 50
$640
57 30
$810

Five
Days
$5 75
$660
S7 50
$8 40

Each
Extra
Day
SI 00
SI IS
SI 30
SI 45

Semester Rates (All Issues)

10-14 I ines S70 00
5-9 I ines $5000
15 Plug I Yes $90 00

Print Name
Address

Phone 924-3277
City P. Stem

S Bayerood

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
fund. morning at 10 45 AM el
Camp. Christian Can.. 10th &

Cali

AN EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for
your acatimk, business, legal
word processing needs Tenn pet
pers, reports, resumes, letters

Print Your Ad Here

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC - Unwonted
halt removed forever Speciells1
own
very
your
Confidential.
probe 247-7486.
A. San Jofte

result call Borba. at
WRITE TYPE -14081972-9430

ANN s WORD PROCESSING Theses.
Reports Letters No tlene to type
your paper? Call Mary Ann at
Ann., Santa Clara, 241-5490
Al SECRETARY WITH COMPUTER
Close to school Available night
and day Rush lobs are my spedality Call Pam at (408) 225-5025 or

ACHIEVEMENT

ACCOUNTABILITY
ACKNOWL
EDGE ABLE in typing that tops
True TONY 294.2097 Thenks

T-SHIRTS for freterniffes. sororities.
clubs. lameness Custom screen
printing on shirts. sweats, and

VISA

protects welcome Student rstes.
7 min Om campu nr 680 & McK.
(BERRYESSA east To ensure
your
paper
completion
on
schedule reserve your tim early

TRAVEL

wane
(4111) 962&

Enclosed is $

Circle a CIassitication
Announcements

Help Wanted

Personals

Automotive

Housing

Services

Travel

For Sale

I ost A F mind

Stereo

Typing

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER

Classified Desk Locale(’ Inside 089208

OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose California 95192

Two days prior to publicatIon
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads

Deadline

!UM M..

:

I
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ROTC: Soldiers compete

Flood

Ventilation that is basically pretty poor is going to be worse."
Haller said.
The library has asked SJSU’s En- Fr( in: page
vironmental Health and Occupatio- sault event. Grenades were loaded
nal Salety IX:pat-intent to monitor the with a small amount of explosive
air to he sure it is filtering properly.
material to make a popping noise.
Hatter (h....cubed the flood as
"We did well in the soldier
iroiiic
coming on the heels of skills guns and grenades," said
Friday ’s incident .
Art Testani. a 24 -year-old human
It was :a major break," Hefter performance major. He also comsaid. "We had our own swimming peted in last year’s competition.
pool here."
"The competition was a lot harder
SIN(’ plumbers and maintenance (this year)," he said. "Everyone
cress. spent all day Saturday pump- else got better. I guess we stayed the
ing skater out of the basement so the same."
library could reopen Sunday.
Part of the problem was that most
Maintenance crews are still in the
process of (-leaning up and assessing
the damage. Qayounni said.
Halter said the library will remain
open utiles, there is another emer- Front page I
gency .and it should continue to stay
Both Fuller and the co-founder of
open during repairs.
the REAL party, Tom Boothe, dis
Friday ’s incident occurred when a pute McCarthy’s allegations.
Boothe, a former A.S. president
concrete core driller bored a hole in
the base of a staff elevator to install a who is also a Delta Upsilon member.
sump pump. During the drilling, an said he agreed to help Fuller’s elecexcessive amount of groundwater tion campaign and supplied him with
several signs that were his personal
surged to the surface.
Plumbers were able to pump the property.
water out, preventing serious flooding.
That incident occurred on the west
end of the library, while Saturday’s
flood started on the east side.

from rue,’
Fstimated ci isi. tor the total dam caused by the weekend flood
ould nm
is high as $28,000,
on iii said Repair bids are still
out, he said
SJSU plumber John Hav,k esti
mated that more than 1(M1.))011 gal
Ions 01 v( ater spilled into the base
mem
None of the library ’s hooks or
damaged.
mamas(I mts
v% ere
(,,Xii.i11111
. hut electrical equipment exhaust tans motors and the
enetes management sysInch , ohnols heating and ventem
tilation. V. Cie all knocked out
All of the problemsalle,t only the
east side ot the No1(111112 v( here the
Qav mum said
flood
Hie I lood also knocked out the
building’s des alt,l’N and the hot
\sato. pressuic in the restrooms. said
Ruth Halter. director 01 Clark I
hi irs
Some iil the ,..teins will have to
be repaired and ,thers will have to
be replaced. I latici said.
The librat n ill be affected most
by the lack ot proper ventilation. she
said. The rise in temperature in the
library could reach uncomfortable
conditions until the s’. stein is fixed.

went to the Ranger Challenger competitions last year. Next year the
team plans to have seven or eight returnees, Mullen said.
"I’m looking forward to next
year," he said. "Everyone will be
seasoned and will know what to expect. So we should do better."
Petrick said he was very pleased
with the team’s performance.
"The competition was stiff, and
the teams competing were evenly
matched," he said. "Only a few
points separated the teams this
year. ’ ’

teams practice year-round while
SJSU starts training sometime in December, he said. But the team members had higher expectations because
they thought they were in good
shape.
Another SJSU team member also
expressed disappointment.
"We didn’t do as well in the
events we trained hard for," said
Nick Mullen, a senior in radio, television and film. "We could have
done better."
Only three of the SJSU cadets

Charges: Election heats up

/
hinted to her illness, her father said
she al.. ay s wanted to be independent.
"Whenever she felt sick, she insisted on checking hersell into the
hospital." he said. -She checked in
the hospital at .1 o’clock Friday
morning and called us on Sunday
Elmore was born in Santa Clara
and graduated from Leland High
School in 19m -I She later graduated

Term Papers with Class

Fuller also said the sign was not
solid green, but was green with a
white stripe. This was the sign used
by Boothe two years ago when he
ran for A.S. president.
In response to the incidents and to
the negative tone of the entire campaign. election officials said they
will meet with candidates and the
San Jose police today at 8:30 a.m.

You spend hours preparing your term papers and
reports. Show them off with quality copies and
professional binding at Kinko’s Copy Center.

FREESCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
STUDENTS WHO NEED

Student: Sickle Cell related
from West Valley College and transfered to SJSU.
Her professional goal was to be a
tele% ision reporter. She was far
enough along in her studies to begin
applying for internships at Bay area
tele% 1.1,111 stations.
A tuneral Mass will be said today
at I p.m. at Holy Family Church in
San Jose. Burial %%ill be in Oak Hill
Memorial Park.

arar.-7

kinkois

Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

We have a data bank of over 200,000 listings of scholarships, fellow.
ships, grants, and loans, representing over $10 billion in private sector
funding.
Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic interests,
career plans. family heritage and place of residence.
There’s money available for students who have been newspaper carriers,
etc.
grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers
Results GUARANTEED.
For

A

,41=

A.
.141
Bring in this ad and we will give you 20% oft on your binding order. You may choose any of
our wide selection of cover styles end colors. Offer applies to all types and sizes of binding
available Only one discount per customer. Offer valid through

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
CALL
ANYTIME

SJSU took last place in weapons
assembly and rope bridge building.
The team scored seventh in score
orienteering and in the 10K run on
Sunday. Score orienteering tests a
team’s ability to use a map and compass.
No matter what the final score.
Petrick said the experience gained
from competing in these events is
important to the cadets’ future careers in the military.
"It requires a tremendous amount
of personal time, discipline and motivation," he said.

the copy center
310 S. Third St.
(Across from McDonald’s)
295-4336

Free Brochure

(800) 346-6401

Thls

offer

Is

good

481 E. San Carlos St.
(Between 10th & 11th)
295-5511

3/15/89

-

4/15/89

only!

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
SELECTED BEDROOM FURNISHINGS

HEADBOARDS
from

DESKS
from

NIGHTSTANDS
from

$ 9

$ 5 9

$ 2 9

TWIN $ 9 9
$

FULL

JFK

1 5 9

$1 99

QUEEN

$299

KING

7.

\rattle
Swlrtahltrip

1eu lurk Clly
$99 roundirp

Mama
/top

SLEEPER
Be here first for best selection. All Items "as Is" and
subject to prior sale. Quantities limited.

BREUNERS

r WW1

cCLE ENAT REAR N C E
Denter
$99 roundIrip

New and Rental
Return Furniture

_1

I1 FCeI,
Exp 4/8/8.9j

students. who a1111. lbe American Evhre.cs Card

Travel privileges that offerM r) $99 roundtrip licketvfly to any of
than IMO cities served by NorthNORTI-IWEST thewestmorein the
contiguous 48 [’lilted States.
ES
AIRLIN
Only one ticket may he used per sixLOOK TO US
month period.
Apecia/ Otrarierly.ThrlituesiDeYtinaium
thunnfiout PAW- up to 2i",, off file lowest available fare

OFF

OIL CHANGE
SERVICE
Ni V

s 17’
Exp.. 4/8/89

L’

5.0001mus miles in Nortliviest’s1XDRI.DPERKS*

free travel progrant--- where only 20,000 miles gets
you a free roundtrip ticket to anywhere Northwest flies
in the contiguous -4NI ’ nited States or Canada.

TUNE-UP

r$

ONLY

Reg a47

OFF

$3795.
4 cyl.

Exp. 4/8/n

ACCU-TUNE a
& BRAKE
298-7722

OPEN 7:30 AM
MONDAY THRU
FRIDAY
510 E SANTA CLARA
AT 11th STREET

And, of course. you’ll enjoy all the exceptional
bei writs and personal service you would expect from
American Express.
The only requirements for privileged travel you
must he a Cardmenther, you must he a full-time student. amid on must charge stur Northwest Airlines
tickets with the Card.*
(letting the Card is easier than ever because !low
you can apply by phone just call 14i00-1112-ANIEN.
Well take your application and begin to process it
right away Whats more. with our Automatic
Approval offers,
you can qualify now
whiltou’re still in
school.
Apply now. Fly later
for less.

Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX

6 and 8 cyl slighty extra

6 MONTH 6000 MILE WRITTEN
GUARANTEE LABOR & PARTS

.1tigeh,

doultrip

I.

If you want logo places, it’s time for the American
Express’ Card.
Because now you can take advantage of new travel
privileges on Northwest Airlines onlyfirfull- time

SAN
JOSE STATE SPECIALS
"Friendly local service while you’re at school."
OFF
SMOG’
95
s-1

$99 mulkiirip

$99 roundtrip airfares on Northwest Airlines.
A special offer for students,
only for American Express Cardmembers.

go

$5

1,1t1 Iron is, ,

Lautkrtiale
$99rweitilirlp

BREAKFAST JACK
served until 10:30am
Please present coupon
ONLY
when ordering. One
coupon per customer.
One offer per coupon.
Not valid with any
Plus Tax
other offer.
GOOD THRU
Carlos
St.
E.
San
148
3 - 2 1 -89
287-7520

limbo!

It I 1

SY) r,,ionl/rt,’

FIL

727-7365
1600 Duane Ave. Santa Clara
Mon - Fri
10-8
Sat 10.6
Sun 12-5

BOS
LAX!

TRA/EL
RE1ATED
*1111SERNACES
PavenOW F 00412e m,WV

’,..,11,11,1f111111,111.1,.111,1,

or aiimphic,ittet &talk call I tOla912, AMEX I airfoil Mialuit I Aft1111.1111,cr, automalit
e 19119 Affirms!, Express Travel Related Si-nice. 1.ornpm IN Inc

nArnr ru, Pill anuchrn iii the mail

